New methods for detecting shot boundaries in video sequences and for extracting key frames using metrics based on information theory are proposed. The method for shot cut detection relies on the mutual information and the joint entropy between the frames. It can detect cuts, fade-ins and fade-outs. The detection technique was tested on TV video sequences having different types of shots and containing significant object and camera motion inside the shots. It is demonstrated that the method detects both fades and abrupt cuts with high accuracy. The method for key frame extraction is using the mutual information. We show that it captures satisfactorily the visual content of the shot.
Introduction
The indexing and retrieval of digital video is an active research area. Shot boundary detection and key frame extraction are important tasks for analyzing the content of video sequences, indexing, browsing, searching, summarizing and performing other content-based operations of large video databases.
The video shot is a basic structural building block of a video sequence and its boundaries need to be determined possibly automatically to allow for content-based video manipulation. A video shot may be defined as a sequence of frames captured by one camera in a single continuous action in time and space [4] . It should be a group of frames that have consistent visual characteristics (including color, texture and motion). After shots are segmented, key frames can be extracted from each shot. Key frame is the frame which can represent the salient content of the shot. Depending of the content complexity of the shot, one or more frames can be extracted [22] .
Early work on shot detection mainly focused on abrupt cuts. A comparison of existing methods is presented in [3, 9] . The standard color histogram-based algorithm and its variations are widely used for detecting cuts [1, 6, 15, 18] . These algorithms detect changes between the frames by comparing the differences of the consecutive video frame intensity histograms.
Gradual transitions such as dissolves, fade-ins, fadeouts and wipes are examined in [7, 10, 11, 19, 21] . These transitions are generally more difficult to be detected, due to camera and object motion within a shot. A fade is a transition of gradual diminishing (fade-out) or heightening (fade-in) of visual intensity. Fades are widely used in TV and their appearance generally signals a shot change. Therefore, their detection is a very powerful tool for shot classification and story summarisation. Existing techniques for fade detection rely on twin thresholding [2] or grey level statistics [9] and have a relatively high false detection rate. Moreover, standard methods based on histograms, even when they correctly detect scene changes, they cannot distinguish between fades and other transitions [17] .
Key frames provide a suitable abstraction and framework for video indexing, browsing and retrieval. The use of key frames greatly reduces the amount of data required in video indexing and provides an organizational framework for dealing with video content. Much research work has been done in key frame extraction [8, 13, 20] . The simplest proposed methods are choosing for each shot only one frame usually the first one, regardless of the complexity of visual content. The more complicated approaches take into account visual content, motion analysis and shot activity [22] . These approaches either can not effectively capture the major visual content or are computationally expensive.
In this paper, we propose a new approach for shot boundary detection in the uncompressed image domain based on the mutual information and the joint entropy between consecutive frames. The mutual information is a measure of the information passed from one frame to another. Mutual information is used for detecting abrupt cuts, where the image intensity or color is abruptly changed. A large difference in content between two frames, that shows a weak inter-frame dependency leads to a small value of mutual information.
In the case of a fade-out, where visual intensity usually decreases to a black image, the decreasing inter-frame joint entropy is used as a metric. The opposite stands for a fade-in. The application of these entropy-based techniques for shot cut detection was experimentally demonstrated to be very efficient yielding false acceptance rate and false rejection rate very close to zero.
The proposed method was favorably compared to other recently proposed shot cut detection techniques. At first, we compared the joint entropy metric to the technique relying on the average frame grey level descent (AD) for fade detection [9] . We also compared our algorithm to the technique proposed in [17] , which is an approach combining two shot boundary detection schemes based on color frame differences and color vector histogram differences between successive frames.
We propose also a method for extracting key frames from each shot using already calculated mutual information values. The mutual information expresses the content changes and thus, the selected key frames capture well the visual content of the shot.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a brief description of the mutual information and the joint entropy is presented. The description of our approach for shot boundary detection is addressed in Section 3. Our method for key frame extraction is described in Section 4. Experimental results are presented and commented in Section 5 and conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
Background and definitions

Mutual information
Let X be a discrete random variable with a set of possible outcomes A X = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a N } having probabilities {p 1 
The entropy measures the information content or "uncertainty" of X [5, 14] and it is given by:
It is a measure of expected information across the all the outcomes of the random variable.
The joint entropy of X, Y is expressed as:
where p XY (x, y) is the joint probability density function.
The mutual information between X and Y is given by:
and measures the amount of information that X conveys about Y .
If X and Y are independent random variables, some important properties of the mutual information are: • I(X, Y ) ≥ 0
• for both independent and zero entropy sources X and
• the relation between the mutual information and the joint entropy of the random variables X and Y is given by:
where H(X) and H(Y ) are the marginal entropies of X and Y .
In equation (4), the mutual information not only provides us with a measure of association between X and Y but also determines the quantity of information carried by each variable at their overlap. By these means, mutual information decreases because H(X) or H(Y ) are weak in their region of overlap. On the other side, the joint entropy simply represents the information shared by X and Y without taking into account their separate contributions in their region of overlap.
Video Cuts and Fades
A video shot cut (abrupt cut) is an instantaneous content transition from one shot to the next one. It is obtained by simply joining two different shots without the insertion of any other photographic effect. The cut boundaries show an abrupt change in image intensity or color. Cuts between shots with little content or camera motion and constant illumination conditions can be easily detected by looking for sharp brightness changes. However, in presence of continuous fast object motion, camera movements or illumination changes, it is difficult to distinguish if brightness changes are due to these conditions or to the transition from one shot to the other [2] . Fading is an optical process determining the progressive darkening of a shot until the last frame becomes black (fade-out, see Figure 1a ). In the opposite, fade-in allows the gradual transition from black frame to the fully illuminated one (see Figure 1b) . Fades spread the boundary between two shots across a number of consecutive video frames. They have both starting and ending frames identifying the transition sequence. In both cases (fade-in, fadeout) fades can be mathematically modeled as luminance scaling operations.
If G(x, y, t) is a grey scale sequence and l s is the length of the transition sequence, a chromatic scaling of G(x, y, t) is modeled as [2] :
Therefore, fade-out is modeled by:
and fade-in by:
3 Shot detection
In our approach, the mutual information and the joint entropy between two successive frames is calculated separately for each of the RGB components. Let us consider that grey levels of the image sequence vary from 0 to
and C B t,t+1 are created, that carry information on the grey level transitions between frames f t and f t+1 .
In other words, considering only the R component, the matrix C R t,t+1 (i, j), with 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ N − 1, corresponds to the joint probability: a pixel with grey level i in frame f t has grey level j in frame f t+1 . C R t,t+1 (i, j) represent a co-occurrence matrix between frames f t and f t+1 . Following equation (3), the mutual information I R t,t+1 of the transition from frame f t to frame f t+1 for the R component is expressed by:
and the total mutual information is given by: (9) By the same considerations, the joint entropy H R t,t+1 of the transition from frame f t to frame f t+1 , for the R component, is given by: (10) and the total joint entropy is obtained by: (11) 
Abrupt cut detection
A small value of the mutual information I t,t+1 leads to a high probability of having a cut between frames f t and f t+1 . Basically, in this context, abrupt cut detection is an outlier detection in an one-dimensional signal [16] . In order to detect possible shot cuts, an adaptive thresholding approach was employed. Trimmed local mutual information mean values on an one-dimensional temporal window W of size N W are obtained at each time instant t c by trimming the current value I tc,tc+1 at the current window center t c [16] 
The quantityĪ t c /I t c ,t c +1 is then compared to a threshold c . Some examples of abrupt cut detection using mutual information are illustrated in Figure 2 and Figure 3 . Assuming that the video sequence has a length of N L frames, the overall abrupt cut detection algorithm may be summarized as follows:
• calculate the mutual information time series I t,t+1
(eq. 9) with 0 ≤ t ≤ N L − 2.
• calculate the trimmed average mutual information time seriesĪ tc at instant t c (eq. 9) over a window N W without taking into account the value I t c ,t c +1 .
• ifĪ 
I t c ,t c +1
≥ c then a cut is detected at instant t c .
Fade detection
In order to get high precision in the detection of start and end points of fade-outs and fade-ins and to efficiently distinguish fades from cuts, the joint entropy (11) is employed. The joint entropy measures the amount of information carried between frames. Therefore, its value de- creases during fades, where a weak amount of inter-frame information is present. Thus, only the values of H t,t+1 below a threshold T , set near to zero are examined. The instant, where the joint entropy presents a local minimum, is detected and is characterized as the end time instant t e of the fade-out. The next step consists in searching for the fade-out start point t s in the previous frames using the criterion:
where f is a predefined threshold. The same procedure also applies for fade-in detection (with t s being detected at first). Finally, the segment is considered as a fade only if t e − t s ≥ 2, otherwise it is labeled as a cut. An example of joint entropy pattern showing a fade-out detection is presented in Figure 4 . The overall fade-in detection algorithm may be summarized as follows:
• calculate the joint entropy time series H t,t+1 (eq. 11)
• if, at instant t e , the joint entropy H te,te+1 has a local minimum and is below a threshold, characterize t e as a fade-in ending point.
• if equation (13) is satisfied at instant t s , and t e − t s ≥ 2 then t s is characterized as the fade-in starting point.
Key frame selection
After video sequence temporal segmentation to the shots, the key frames can be selected from each shot for video indexing. Figure 10 predefined threshold . If σ I s < it means the content during the whole shot changed negligible, so whatever frame can effectively express visual content. In our method for shots with no or small changes in content the first frame is selected as a key frame. The shots with big changes in content are further processed using a clustering method. The mutual information values in the shot are divided into clusters
, where K is a number of clusters obtained after clustering. A threshold parameter δ provides us a control over the density of classification. Initially, first five mutual information values {I 1,2 , I 2,3 , ..., I 5, 6 } are assigned to a first cluster c 1 . Then at each iteration next five values {I 5t+1,5t+2 , I 5t+2,5t+3 , ..., I 5t+5,5t+6 } are added to the cluster. The standard deviation σ 1 is calculated for the cluster and is compared to the threshold δ. If σ 1 > δ, it means that content of the video sequence has changed. Therefore, a new cluster is created and the next set of values is assigned to it. An example of such created clusters can be seen in Figure 5 . This way all frames from the given shot are splitted to the groups, dependently on the mutual information values included in clusters. In other words, lets suppose c i = {I i 1 ,i 2 , I i 2 ,i 3 , . .., I i n−1 ,i n } is a obtained cluster, then frames {f i 1 , f i 2 , ..., f i n−1 } integrate a group of frames with similar visual content. Finally, from each group the first frame is taken as a potential key frame.
After extracting potential key frames {k i } K i=1 from the shot s, we aim to reduce the number of key frames to represent the shot. To do this, these key frames are compared between themselves by calculating their mutual information. If the content of the frames even after changing is similar enough (indicated by a high mutual information value), it can be presented by less number of frames. Therefore, if I k i ,k i+1 > , where is a predefined threshold, only the frame k i is considered to be a key frame and is compared to the next potential key frame k i+2 . Otherwise, both frames k i and k i+1 are taken as key frames and 
Experimental results and discussion
The proposed method was tested on several real TV sequences having many commercials in-between (see Table 1), characterized by significant camera effects like zoom-ins/outs and pans, abrupt camera movement and significant object and camera motion inside single shots (e.g. "basketball" video, Figure 3 ). The video sequences contain sport, studio news, advertisements, political talks and TV series logos. For each video sequence, the human observer has determined the precise locations and duration of the edits to be used as ground truth. In order to evaluate the performance of the segmentation method presented in section 3, the following measures, inspired by receiver operating characteristics in statistical detection theory, were used [3, 12] . Let GT denote the ground truth, Seg the segmented (correct and false) shots using our methods and |E| the number of elements (frames) of a set E. The following measures have been considered:
• the Recall measure, also called true positives function or sensitivity, corresponding to the probability of detection:
• the Precision corresponding to the accuracy of the method considering false detections:
• the Overlap measure defined as:
It is considered as a strong test for detection accuracy, since for example a shot of length N L shifted by one frame results in At first, experimental tests were performed using a common prefixed threshold for all video sequences in order to detect shot boundaries. The results are summarized in Table 3. The majority of the cuts were correctly detected even in the case of the "basketball" video sequence, which contains fast object and camera movements. Compared to histogram-based methods, the mutual information and joint entropy metrics are not sensitive to shot illumination changes even in the RGB color model. As both operate with co-occurrence matrices. Therefore, no false positive appeared due to camera flashes (Table 3) . A part of the "football" video sequence showing a cut between two shots involving high content motion that was successfully detected by the proposed method is presented in Figure 6 . A snapshot of the "football" sequence is shown in Figure  7 , where a big object appears in front of the camera. This case is generally characterized by standard methods as a transition, while our method correctly did not characterize it so.
A second experiment consists in applying our algorithms to the same sequences with an adaptive threshold chosen individually for each video sequence. As can be observed in Table 4 , the results illustrate slightly better shot boundary detection rates with no false positive or true negative fade detections compared to the fixed threshold.
In both experimental setups, the boundaries of the fades were detected within a precision of ±2 frames. In most cases the boundaries towards black frames were recognized with no error. The robustness of the joint entropy measure in fade detection and especially in avoiding false fade detections is illustrated in Figures 8 and 9 . Our method was also compared with two different approaches proposed in the literature. At first, we compared the joint entropy metric to the technique relying on the average frame grey level descent (AD) for fade detection. The AD method is based on the observation that the average frame grey level time series of a video sequence is a decreasing function in the case of a fade-out. The opposite holds for fade-ins. As can be seen in Table 5 , several fades were not correctly detected by AD showing a weaker performance of AD than our approach (Tables 3 and 4) .
The above mentioned observations are also confirmed by the detection error statistics provided by the AD technique and the proposed joint entropy (JE) approach and presented in Tables 6 and 7 respectively. For a total number of 23 fades (Table 1) , the starting and ending frames were detected by both methods and various statistics on the detection errors were calculated. The JE metric provides a superior performance than the AD method in median and mean error values and presents no errors in fade-out end point detection. Furthermore, the significantly smaller maximum errors of the JE technique with regard to AD, illustrate the robustness of our algorithm.
Finally, we compared our algorithm to the technique proposed in [17] . This approach combines two shot boundary detection schemes based on color frame differences and color vector histogram differences between successive frames. It is claimed to efficiently detect shot boundaries even under strong edit effects and camera movement. In order to overcome the possible drawback of histogram sensitivity to shot illumination changes the Table 2 : Shot detection results using the method presented in [17] . See text for measures explanation. method operates in the HLS color space and ignores luminance information. The results of this algorithm applied on the same video sequences are summarized in Table 2 . Several false shot cut detections were performed due to camera flushes. Although this approach has a high shot cut detection rate, its accuracy is generally lower compared to the mutual information measure (Tables 3 and  4) . Moreover, our technique revealed more robust to shots with small length, occurring particularly during TV advertisements (tables 3 and 4).
After video segmentation to the shots, we applied our method for key frame selection on the video sequences. In case of shots without significant content changes our method successfully chose only one frame, even if after clustering were extracted more potential key frames. An example can be seen in Figure 10 . For shots with big content changes (usually camera or object movements) more key frames were selected, depending on visual complexity of the shot. An example of key frames extracted from one shot with more complicated content can be seen in Figure 11 . Our method does not strongly depends on the threshold parameter δ used for creating clusters, due to final comparison of potential key frames. The examples of selected key frames are shown in Figure 12 . After using our proposed method for shot boundary detection, this method is efficient to compute, because is using already calculated mutual information values, and as we showed it captures satisfactorily visual content of the shot. 
Conclusions
New methods for shot boundary detection and key frame selection using the mutual information and the joint entropy measures were presented. The accuracy of our approach was experimentally shown to be very high. Experiments have illustrated that fade detection using the joint entropy can efficiently differentiate fades from cuts, pans, object or camera motion and other types of video scene transitions, while most of the methods reported in the current literature fail to characterize these kinds of transitions. 
